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Direction: Talk on the following topic for at least 3 minutes. Be sure

to make your points clear and supporting details adequate. You

should also be ready to answer any questions raised by the examiners

during your talk. You need to have your name and registration

number recorded. Start your talk with "My name is...", "My

registration number is..." Topic: The current job market situations

for college graduates Questions for Reference : 1.It seems more and

more difficult for college graduates to find jobs. How would you

account for this phenomenon? What possible solutions could you

offer? 2.If you were a graduating university student, what would you

do to prepare yourself for the changing job market? 3.Imagine that

you are unable to find a job or out of job for a time after graduation,

what will you do? 我要收藏 B卷 Direction: Talk on the following

topic for at least 3 minutes. Be sure to make your points clear and

supporting details adequate. You should also be ready to answer any

questions raised by the examiners during your talk. You need to have

your name and registration number recorded. Start your talk with

"My name is...", "My registration number is..." Topic: Internet

changes young peoples life Questions for Reference: 1.What do you

know about the Internet? What is your, or your friends, experiences

with the Internet? 2.What are the advantages and/ or disadvantages

of young peoples access to the Internet? 3.What would you like most



when you are surfing on the Internet web-sites, e.g. Yahoo, Shanghai

online, Sohu, Sina or eastday dot com? 习题二 A卷 Direction: Talk

on the following topic for at least 3 minutes. Be sure to make your

points clear and supporting details adequate. You should also be

ready to answer any questions raised by the examiners during your

talk. You need to have your name and registration number recorded.

Start your talk with "My name is...", "My registration number is..."

Topic: Developing Holiday tourism Questions for Reference:

1.Have you ever travelled to tourist spots during public holidays?

Describe your own experiences or what you have heard from your

friends or relative. 2.How would you spend public holidays? What

do you think is the ideal way of enjoying ones long holiday? 3.In

what way can public holiday tourism contribute to the national

economy? B卷 Direction: Talk on the following topic for at least 3

minutes. Be sure to make your points clear and supporting details

adequate. You should also be ready to answer any questions raised

by the examiners during your talk. You need to have your name and

registration number recorded. Start your talk with "My name is...",

"My registration number is..." Topic: How can we promote Chinese

culture worldwide? Questions for Reference : 1. Introduce briefly the

treasures of Chinese culture? 2. What do you think are unique

features of Chinese culture? 3. What is / are the most effective way(s)

to promote Chinese culture worldwide. 100Test 下载频道开通，
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